


But how is this possible? I mean, this was plastic waste!

Yes. But when it comes to the most common used materials we’re collecting, for instance PET bottles, 
this waste already had food grade during its first lifecycle. After collecting it, our local teams are washing 
and sorting the plastic which is then shredded into flakes. After this step, the innovative technology we 

have developed with the Swiss University of Applied Sciences OST, takes over: We transform these flakes 
into pellets in a pure mechanical process, neither chemicals nor virgin plastics are being added. We use 

the latest technology and apply physical methods (vacuum, decompression, degassing, melting) to 
transform waste and extend the molecular chains of these wasted polymers. The result is a strong, clean 

and reliable material.



Collection                                                    Sort & shred                                     Control       Manufacture   

Products made with a future.



Powerful sound with passive bass
LED reacting to music
IPX7 fully waterproof
Selfie shot button
App : EQ adjustment & light setting
Material: Ocean salvaged plastic
5 hours battery
Colour: BLACK

Short stork shape with big sound 
App: EQ adjustment & custom controls
Secure fit
Material: Ocean salvaged plastic
wireless freedom 
water resistant 
20hours long battery
Colour: BLACK, WHITE, BLUE

RHYTHM

SKIM

SOUNDWAVE

BEACHBOOM

Hook on 13MM Driver size with big bass 
App: EQ adjustment & custom controls
Hook On for extra secure fit
Material: Ocean salvaged plastic
wireless freedom 
water resistant, 
25hrs Long battery
Colour: BLACK, WHITE

Rugged speaker
Very Powerful sound above its size
IPX7 fully waterproof
selfie shot button
Dual pairing
Material: Ocean salvaged plastic
5 hours battery
Colour: BLACK,WHITE, PINK, BLUE, 
CAMO.

SPORTPODS OCEAN

Compact BUD size with big sound 
App: EQ adjustment & custom controls
Ergonomic secure fit
Material: Ocean salvaged plastic
wireless freedom 
water resistant, 
30hrs Long battery
Colour: BLACK, WHITE, BLUE

OCEAN COLLECTION

SOUNDFLARE

Micro speaker 
Powerful sound above its size
LED reacting to music
IPX6 waterproof
selfie shot button
Dual pairing
App : EQ adjustment & light setting
Material: Ocean salvaged plastic
5 hours battery
Colour: BLACK,WHITE, PINK, RED, LIME, 
BLUE, ORANGE, YELLOW

BOOMTAG

Item tracker
Material: Ocean salvaged plastic
Works with: Find My App
Waterproof: IPX5
Battery:1 year



OCEAN COLLECTION



No ordinary speaker. RHYTHM has turned ocean
bound plastic into a premium Bluetooth speaker
with a difference. The whole side of the speaker
lights up and syncs to the beat creating a fully
waterproof portable disco. Free optional App
allows you full control over countless lighting
configurations and control of the sound via the EQ
adjustment. And if your pocket size DJ wasn't
enough, you can also remotely control your Phone
camera to
set up the perfect Selfie shot!

sustainably made waterproof speaker

OCEAN COLLECTION

EQ control                       selfie function                                 IPX7                                 rugged RGB lights             App control                  take calls                5hrs play



OCEAN COLLECTION



No ordinary speaker soundflare has turned ocean bound plastic into a premium 
micro speaker with a difference.  The whole base of the speaker lights up and 

sync to the beat creating a portable disco. The free optional App allows you full 
control of the settings allowing countless configurations to play with, you can also 
control the sound and adjust the EQ to your liking making your own portable DJ, 

and if that wasn’t enough you can use the speaker as a remote to your Phone 
camera to set up the perfect Selfie shot!

micro speaker with beat driven lights

OCEAN COLLECTION

EQ control                       selfie function                           RGB lights               App control              IPX6                         rugged                        take calls                  5 hrs play



OCEAN COLLECTION



Make a sound choice for the planet without compromising on quality or performance. Choose our Sustainably Made Rugged Waterproof Speaker with 
Great Bass and embark on a musical journey that supports sustainability, durability, and bass-driven excitement. Let's enjoy the great outdoors while 
preserving it for generations to come.

OCEAN COLLECTION



OCEAN COLLECTION



Boompods ultimate sport wireless earphones! Designed for adrenaline junkies, 
they provide unbeatable comfort and stability with over-ear hooks for maximum 
security. Enjoy instant connectivity right out of the box, and fine-tune your audio 
and controls with the dynamic Boompods App. Crafted from ocean-bound plastic, 

they're the ultimate companion for extreme sports, high-energy workouts, and 
thrilling adventures. . 

Game mode

APP:  
Allows customisation of controls 
EQ adjustment along with pre-sets, 
earphone location.

OCEAN COLLECTION



OCEAN COLLECTION



True wireless with great sound, ultra secure fit and made from
ocean bound plastic. soundwave deliver true wireless freedom
and are built to last, fully waterproof, drop proof, stable
connection & very long battery life. The compact bud shape
keeps it unobtrusive and designed to stay securely in place
even in the hardest workouts.

sustainable true wireless earbuds

OCEAN COLLECTION



OCEAN COLLECTION



True wireless with great sound, secure fit and made from ocean 
bound plastic.  SKIM deliver true wireless freedom and are built 

to last, water resistant, drop proof, stable connection & long 
battery life.  The short stork design keeps it subtle, but positions 

the mics closer to the mouth for clearer phone calls.

sustainable true wireless earbuds

OCEAN COLLECTION



OCEAN COLLECTION



BOOMTAG- item tracker  
material: ocean bound plastic.
works with: Apple Find My App 
waterproof: IPX5 . 
features: small- colourful- apple certified
battery: 1 year.  
best for: Peace of mind 

OCEAN COLLECTION



speakers











Powerful 12Watt stereo wireless speaker with 5 light modes that can sync to your music
or set as mood lighting. IPX6 rugged waterproof construction also makes this the
perfect speaker to use around the house, by the pool or on an outdoor adventure. Dual
pair 2 speakers for extra BOOM and true stereo power!





Powerful 24-Watt stereo wireless speaker with 10 light modes that can sync 

to your music or set as mood lighting.  IPX5 rugged waterproof construction 

also makes this the perfect speaker to use around the house, by the pool or 

on an outdoor adventure.  Dual pair 2 speakers for extra BOOM and true 

stereo power!

24 watts



60watts



60watts



earbuds



Turn up the silence



True wireless with Active Noise Cancelling. Clear audio with rich powerful bass delivered by Japanese DAIKOKU driver 
technology. Effortless touch-sensitive control, long battery, stable connection & fast USB-C charging. Bassline signature 
shape brings the quad wind & Noise cancelling microphones closer for clear phone calls and open-ear option for when 
you need to be aware.





Ergonomic shape for secure fit, Bluetooth 5 Instant pair & solid connection without breakout, 7-hour play on one charge 
& a staggering 27 hours when using the included pocket-size charging case. ENC microphones within the stork design to 
ensure clear phone calling and Boompods own Free app allows full control over tap function EQ and game mode setting.





Enjoy a snug fit and great sound quality, while the 4 different coloured
interchangeable soft ergonomic hooks ensure your music stays in place, all
while adding a touch of personal style. Elevate your listening experience with
comfort and fashion in mind.





Secure ergonomic fit creates a passive noise cancelling bringing clarity & premium audio with rich bass.  

ENC- MIC for noise cancelling phone calls creating crystal clear calls.   





Discover affordable convenience with our grab-and-go true
wireless earbuds. The glossy finish and hook-on style provide a
secure fit, while touch controls make operation a breeze. Enjoy a
total playtime of 20 hours in a compact size, keeping you
immersed in music throughout the day. Elevate your audio
experience without breaking the bank.



earshots true wireless buds have integrated volume control, skip songs, voice control Siri or google, take calls and a lengthy 5 hours play 
time on one charge. Packaged in its own pocket size travel case with LED charging indicators that will extend the playtime up to 18 hours.





Ergonomic in-ear design creates passive noise cancelling which brings clarity and stunning bass to your music. Inline remote features; 3 EQ settings, mic, play, pause
and switch track functions, compatible with all smartphones. Magnetic necklace design allows you to have them around your neck when not in use and have ready
to go.

3 EQ settings                     lightweight                        sport-proof                   take calls               magnetic              in-line controls





Digital Apple Lightning Connector designed to give you a fine-tuned powerful acoustic experience with deep rich bass and an ergonomic comfortable fit. Incredibly strong
stylish braided cable with BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a cable strong enough to go on any adventure.

Improve your groove.

Digital audio          Plug & Play                metal                    woven cable                          strong       in-line controls



Digital USB-C Connector designed to give you a fine-tuned powerful acoustic experience with deep rich bass and an ergonomic comfortable fit. Incredibly strong stylish
braided cable with BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a cable strong enough to go on any adventure.

Improve your groove.

Digital audio          Plug & Play                metal                    woven cable                          strong       in-line controls



headphones









Zip case                 40mm drivers                  easy control                       folding                      sweat-proof                premium muffs              take calls                12hrs Play



3 x EQ                     40mm drivers                  easy control                          folding                       sweat-proof                  premium muffs              take calls                12hrs Play



Introducing our new Lightweight Over-Ear headphones, designed for all-day comfort. With an integrated microphone, you can take phone calls on the go while 
experiencing electrifying sound. Feel the music with BOOMPODS signature clarity and powerful bass. Elevate your listening experience with our stylish headphones.

40mm drivers                      easy control                          lightweight                        strong/flexible   take calls             12hrs Play               sweat - proof



power banks





Powerboom your tech. This 10,000mAh rugged waterproof Powerbank has a
thin strong compact design that can hang on your backpack or stash in your
pocket. Also Includes a high-powered integrated torch. The Powerboom X is
more than ready for your next adventure.





Rugged design that is water and impact resistant ready for what your next adventure 
throws at it. 

Highly efficient solar cells that can draw power on a cloudy days Solaris can be 
recharged in two ways, by USB-C  or simply take it to the great outdoors.
Huge torch panel that has 4 setting bright, dim, SOS and Hazzard mode.

Rugged              waterproof           solar powered                    torch                      hang





Rugged            IPX6        solar powered         hang                  torch

Introducing our powerful 1600mAh solar power bank with 4
folding panels for fast charging. It also features an integrated
bright torch, rubber grip for rough surfaces, and a hanging
cord for easy portability. Stay charged and prepared!





Introducing Obi, the Ultra power Solar Power bank: a pocket-sized 
10,000mAh powerhouse. With USB-C and 2 USB-A outlets, stay charged on 
the go. Slim, solar-

powered, and the ultimate portable energy solution. Stay connected, 
wherever your adventures take you.

USB-C in/out                           USB-A x2                    USB-C cable included                           thin design   safe to travel



5,000mah or 10,000 power banks can recharge your device on the go. Slim compact 
lightweight design can be easily stashed in your pocket or bag allowing you to power 
up anywhere everywhere.

USB-C in                             USB-A x2                    USB-C cable included                          thin design                              safe to travel





USB-C in/out                        Fast USB-A            USB-C cable included               LED display                  Fast Apple charge               fast Android charge

Powerboom offers Super quick USB-C Power Delivery powerbanks, charging MacBooks and USB-C Laptops on the move. Fast Charge for 
Apple/Android phones, 0-50% in 30 mins. Up to 289 hours extra power. Fast recharge with USB-C to USB-A cable for power bank and Android 
devices. Portable and reliable charging solutions.

5000mAh                                          20,000mAh                                        10,000mAh 







cable solutions







Wireless charging solution for Qi-enabled smartphones. With up to 15 watts
of fast, stable power, it ensures efficient charging for your device. The
integrated rubber grips securely hold your phone in place, eliminating
worries about slips. Embrace the modern and hassle-free technology that
allows you to charge wirelessly without tangled cables. The Eclipse Mini is
designed for practicality, delivering a clutter-free and efficient charging
experience. Keep your smartphone powered up and ready to go at any time
with this compact and convenient device. Say goodbye to traditional
charging and welcome the future of wireless power. Plus, it charges through
your case, so no need to remove it for charging convenience.



The only cable you need its compatible with your most-used tech 
smartphones, tablets, power banks, headphones, speakers, and cameras, 
making it perfect throw in your travel bag or great for cleaning up crowded 
charging stations at home. The outer braided jacket is manufactured from 
ocean-bound plastic.  With local social enterprise the plastic it is, 
separated, cleansed, and turned into yarn creating our incredibly strong 
cable. 

Lightning, USB-C & Micro USB cable



Incredibly strong stylish Armour braided USB-A to Apple Lightning cable, with 
Boompods BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a cable strong enough to go on any 
adventure and quick charge or sync your mobile devices.

The outer braided material is manufactured from 100% ocean-bound plastic.  With 
local social enterprise the plastic it is, separated, cleansed, and turned into yarn 
creating our incredibly strong cable.  Finished with an aluminium shield and handy 
Velcro cable tidy included.

Braided USB-A to Lightning Cable



The latest in fast charging, this 1.5 metre cable is a perfect match to deliver the fastest 
power delivery from any USB-PD charger and any 18W USB-C power adapter. 
Wrapped up in an incredibly strong stylish “eco”Armour braid and with Boompods 
BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a cable strong enough to go on any adventure.

The outer braided material is manufactured from 100% ocean-bound plastic.  With 
local social enterprise the plastic it is, separated, cleansed, and turned into yarn 
creating our incredibly strong cable.  Finished with an aluminium shield and handy 
Velcro cable tidy included.

Lightning to USB-C fast charge cable



The latest in fast charging, this 1.5 metre cable is a perfect match to deliver the fastest 
power delivery up to 60W . Wrapped up in an incredibly strong stylish “ECO” Armour 
braid and with Boompods BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a cable strong 
enough to go on any adventure.

The outer braided material is manufactured from 100% ocean-bound plastic.  With 
local social enterprise the plastic it is, separated, cleansed, and turned into yarn 
creating our incredibly strong cable.  Finished with an aluminium shield and handy 
Velcro cable tidy included.

USB-C to USB-C fast charge cable



The latest in fast charging, this 1.5 metre cable is a perfect match to deliver the fastest 
power delivery up to 60W . Wrapped up in an incredibly strong stylish “ECO” Armour 
braid and with Boompods BOOMFLEX strain relief junction making a cable strong 
enough to go on any adventure.

The outer braided material is manufactured from 100% ocean-bound plastic.  With 
local social enterprise the plastic it is, separated, cleansed, and turned into yarn 
creating our incredibly strong cable.  Finished with an aluminium shield and handy 
Velcro cable tidy included.

USB-A to USB-C fast charge cable

Delivers a powerful 60W(20V/3A) output, for example a Galaxy S23 
can be charged to 60% in 30 mins.



Fast Charge with Boompods 30W USB-C Mains Charger 
providing ultra-fast charging for USB-C PD-enabled devices.  
Fast charge an iPhone 8 or later from 0–50% in 30 minutes or 
charge a MacBook Air from 0–50% in just 70 minutes*.

Two charging ports, 30W USB-C and 18W USB-A port, each 
providing fast charge to iPhone, Samsung, and other 
compatible devices and you can charge 2 devices at the same 
time. 

Power-down protection keeps your devices safe from 
overcurrent and overvoltage damage.






